Suffolk University students spend Alternative Spring Break in Meridian, Miss.

March 2013

**Suffolk University on W TOK (ABC) - Meridian, MS**

03/12/2013 17:20:27
Live at Five (News)

... stay tuned. fourteen students from suffolk university in boston are making a big difference in meridian this week. those students from boston are here in meridian to help the ...

**Suffolk University on W TOK (ABC) - Meridian, MS**

03/12/2013 18:08:30
Newscenter 11 at 6 (News)

... wayne burns has more. fourteen students from suffolk university in boston are here for the brush with kindness program. these young adults are working on painting and doing minor repairs at homes in ...

**Suffolk University on W TOK (ABC) - Meridian, MS**

03/12/2013 22:12:17
Newscenter 11 at 10 (News)

... speaking of volunteers - fourteen students from suffolk university in boston are making a big difference in meridian this week. the students are spending their spring breaks in meridian ...

**Suffolk University on W TOK (ABC) - Meridian, MS**

03/13/2013 06:03:39
Good Morning Meridian (News)

... up to the plate. fourteen students from suffolk university in boston are making a big difference in meridian this week. those students from boston are here in meridian to help the ...
Suffolk University on WTOK (ABC) - Meridian, MS
03/13/2013 06:38:52
Good Morning Meridian (News)

... story, fourteen students from Suffolk University in Boston are here for the brush with kindness program. These young adults are working on painting and doing minor repairs at homes ...